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So we continue our investigation into missing pieces of history and also missing pieces related to the 
present circumstance. 

We left off with the fact that FDR'S Banking Holiday has never ended, with the affect that what we 
know as banks aren't really banks--- they are deceptively operating under the names of old banks, 
but in fact they are securities investment, trading, and holding companies. 

We briefly discussed how these "banks that aren't banks" have created securities to trade by 
"securitizing" living people which is grossly unlawful, and how they have profited themselves by false
advertising and undisclosed mortgage escrow practices.  

So let's look at how they have contrived to do all this.  

Go back to the Trading with the Enemy Act and 50 USC 4307 (d) which allows the "voluntary" 
donation of property belonging to parties who are not enemies to the Alien Property Custodian (now 
the U.S. Attorney General).  

Now add that exactly such a contract is "offered" to your Mother at the hospital under color of law.  
She is coerced under false pretenses to sign a totally undisclosed and repugnant contract donating 
her child as a ward of the British Territorial State of State.  

So, the U.S. Attorney General takes the new "donation" and "enfranchises" it and copyrights its 
Name.  As a result, the Trade Name our parents gave us is now "interpreted" as the name of a British 
Territorial Commonwealth Public Trust, instead of the Trade Name of a living American. 

All the assets attached to the Trade Name are now dumped into the Public Trust. 

And since Your Name is now registered as a Public Trust and no longer recognized as the Name of a 
Living Man, it can be "securitized" --- so they unlawfully convert Your Trade Name into the Name of a 
Public Trust, and that then ends the prohibition against slavery and involuntary peonage. 

You can do whatever you want to do to a corporation.  It's just a legal fiction after all.  

What they try to ignore is that the legal fiction is now attached to a living man and a living man's 
assets, and they then act as Executors de son Tort to administer and manipulate both the man and 
the assets via the unlawful conversion of his  American Trade Name to the name of a British 
Commonwealth Public Trust.  

This is a known crime called "personage".  

It gets worse.  They don't stop there. The U.S. Attorney General then spins off two more primary 
corporations under variations of your Trade Name.  There's a British Commonwealth Public 
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Transmitting Utility operating under Your Name in this form:  Michael R. Doe and a Cestui Que Vie 
Estate Trust operating under Your Name in the form:  Michael Ransom Doe. 

Then the Roman Catholic Church gets into the act and spins off its own versions of corporate 
municipal franchises operating under your name.  And here, if possible, is where things take an even 
worse turn, because they define "your" Municipal PERSON as a criminal.  

And under the 14th Amendment of the British Territorial United States Constitution, criminals can be 
enslaved.  And they can be subjected to Bounty Hunting by the British Territorial Government and its 
assigns.  

So here you are, hapless Joe American, naturally an innocent Third Party, being ruthlessly subjected 
to all this fraud and confidence crime by foreign governments that are both under obligations public 
and private to protect you and which are instead conniving to pillage and plunder and enslave you.  

Perhaps the only question in your mind right now is --- why isn't President Trump nuking Rome and 
London?  

See the next article in this series. 
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